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ABSTRACT

Renal cell carcinomas (RCCs) are thought to be immunogenic, because
cytokine-induced and even spontaneous tumor regression has been ob

served in a significant number of patients. However, little is known about
the nature of immune responses that might lead to tumor regression. We
studied naturally arising human T-cell responses against RCC by com
bining molecular analyses of T-cell receptor (TCR) usage in primary
tumors in situ with functional analyses of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes

(TILs) in vitro. TILs of patient 26 that were cultured in vitro showed a
human leukocyte antigen (HLA-A*0201)-restricted cytotoxic activity spe

cific for autologous tumor cells. These tumor-derived lymphocytes were
dominated by a family of T cells expressing Va20- and VÃŸ22-positive
TCRs. Their specificity-conferring third complementarity-determining

regions were highly homologous with respect to the loop length and
selection of particular amino acids in both TCR chains. These character
istics are similar to those reported for antigen-selected murine T cells
recognizing immunodominant epitopes of non-self proteins. To evaluate

the biological significance of these CTLs in vivo, we analyzed the corre
sponding TCR transcripts in the cryopreserved tumor material of patient
26 and in a second HLA-A*0201-positive RCC patient whose tumor cells

were also lysed by TIL-26. The in situ TIL populations of both patients

used related families of highly homologous TCRs, supporting the conten
tion that immunodominant responses directed against a shared tumor-

associated antigen occurred in both individuals in vivo. Furthermore, in
the absence of overt metastatic disease, the tumor antigen-specific CTLs of

patient 26 were shown to persist in the periphery 4 years after removal of
the primary tumor. These results demonstrate that antigen-driven T-cell

responses specific for spontaneously arising carcinomas developed in these
patients and showed long-term persistence, even in the absence of iinniii-

notherapy.

INTRODUCTION

Thymus-derived T lymphocytes monitor the status of the host

intracellular environment with the help of MHC molecules that trans
port and present peptides derived from intracellular proteins at the cell
surface. T cells survey these MHC-peptide complexes via their
TCRs.3 TCRs of CD8+ CTLs recognize peptides of 8 or 9 aa that are

presented by MHC class I molecules ( 1). Their TCRs are heterodimers
composed of a and ÃŸchains whose variable regions determine MHC-
peptide specificity. A potential TCR repertoire of approximately IO15

distinct TCRs is generated through somatic rearrangement of multiple
variable (V), diversity (D; only ÃŸchains), and joining (J) gene
segments; random addition of N nt; and the pairing of different a and
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ÃŸchains (2). The aa of the TCRs that interact with the antigenic
peptides are localized in the highly diverse CDR3, encoded by the
V(D)J junctions of the TCR a and ÃŸchains (2-6).

T cells can participate in immune responses directed against tumors
if they express TCRs that interact with peptides derived from tumor-

associated proteins. This has been demonstrated by in vitro studies of
lymphocyte function and specificity. Tumor antigen-specific T cells

have been isolated directly from tumor samples or cloned from the
peripheral blood of cancer patients and have been shown to lyse
autologous tumor cells in vitro in a MHC-restricted manner (7, 8).

Host-tumor interactions in vivo can also be assessed using molec

ular analysis of TCRs expressed by TILs. A number of studies have
revealed that TIL populations contain accumulations of single-se

quence TCR transcripts using particular V gene elements (9). In only
a very few instances have functional studies demonstrated that these
transcripts are associated with tumor antigen-specific T-cell clones.

Most striking is the failure to detect families of homologous TCR
transcripts in human tumors that are characteristic of foreign protein
or tumor antigen-driven T-cell responses described in murine models

(10, 11). Thus, the nature of antitumor immune responses in man that
lead predominantly to monoclonal T-cell expansions in vivo remains

unclear.
Human RCCs, like melanomas, are considered to be naturally

immunogeneic. Nevertheless, very little is understood about the na
ture of the immune responses directed against RCC. Only a few
examples of MHC-restricted T cells have been described in RCC

patients ( 12). Furthermore, proteins encoded by genes of the MAGE,
BAGE, and GAGE families that are expressed in a variety of different
tumor types have not been detected in RCC (13). Only two RCC-

associated tumor determinants have been characterized molecularly:
(a) the RAGE gene that encodes a peptide ligand is expressed in less
than 1% of RCCs, and CTLs recognizing this determinant have been
described in only one patient to date (14, 15); and (b) the second
epitope recognized by tumor-specific CTLs was found to be a mutated
HLA-A2 protein (16).

We evaluated T-cell responses against spontaneously arising hu

man RCC by performing extensive sequence analyses of the TCR
usage in situ of TILs whose cytotoxic function and tumor specificity
were defined in vitro. The RCC antigen-specific T cells showed
antigen-driven selection for homogeneity in length and conserved aa

motifs in the CDR3 of the functionally characterized CTLs in vitro, as
well as in the uncultured TILs of the primary tumors in situ. More
over, these RCC antigen-specific CTLs were found in the periphery of

one individual 4 years after removal of the primary tumor. Therefore,
an apparent antigen-driven selection shaped the TCR repertoire of
these tumor-responsive T cells. These results demonstrate that: (a)
T-cell-mediated immune responses were initiated in vivo even in the

absence of immunotherapy; (b) similar repertoires were selected in
situ in two patients; and (c) RCC antigen-specific T cells can persist

for long periods of time.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Establishment of RCC, NKC, and TIL Cultures. The use of patient
material was obtained by informed consent according to an approved protocol
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of the local ethics review board. Fresh primary tumor samples were digested
and cultured as described previously (17). Additional undigested samples were
snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen. Cytokeratin characterization (18) and staining

with a mAb specific for G250 (19) demonstrated the epithelial origin of these
primary cultures. The mAb detecting G250 was kindly provided by S. Warnaar
(Department of Pathology. University of Leiden, Leiden, the Netherlands). A
permanent cell line could be established from patient 26, whereas cells from
patient 22 could only be maintained for several passages. Tumor cells cryo-

preserved at the time of initial isolation or after four to five passages were used
from patient 22. TILs were isolated as described previously from primary
tumor material that was subdivided into individual pieces of 5-mm diameter
that were cultured separately in a 24-well plate in medium containing supple

mentary cytokines (17). Phenotypic and functional characterization of these
TILs has been published elsewhere (12. 17).

RNA Preparation and cDNA Synthesis. Total cellular RNA was isolated
using RNazol B (CINNA/BIOTECX, Houston, TX), and TCR-a and TCR-/3
cDNA was synthesized using the oligonucleotides CaST (5'-CACTGAA-
GATCCATCATCTG-3') and CÃŸST(5'-TAGAGGATGGTGGCAGACAG-

3') with RAV-2 reverse transcriptase (Amersham Buchler) as described pre

viously (20). For cryopreserved tissue, total RNA was isolated from 20-50

sections of 10 ^m each.
TCR Repertoire Analysis. Semiquantitative TCR repertoire analysis was

performed as described previously (20).
TCR-specific PCR Amplification. One /j.1of the cDNA reaction was used

for 35 cycles of a 50-fil PCR reaction using 2 units of Taq polymerase with the

supplied buffer (Pharmacia Biotech). Standard PCR was performed for 30 s at
94Â°C,30 s at 56Â°C.and 1 min at 72Â°Cusing the following primers: (a) for the
TCR a chain in all cells and tissues except for PBLs, TCRVA20 (5'-CATCTC-

CATGGACTCATATGA-3') was used in combination with Coi (21); and (b)
for the TCR 0 chain, TCRVB22 (5'-CATCTCTAATCACTTATACT-3') was

used in combination with CÃŸi(Ret. 21; both sense primers carried a Pstl
restriction site at the 5' end). For subcloning of TCRAV20/TCRAJ22-specific

amplicons obtained from the PBLs of patient 26. a first-round PCR was

performed with 20 cycles following the standard protocol using TCRAV20 and
the antisense primer T-Ca (22). Five jul of the first-round PCR product were
reamplified with TCRAV20/RÂ«! and TCRAJ22 (5'-AACAGTCAATTGT-
GTCCCAGA-3' with a Hindlll restriction site) for another 20 cycles with an
annealing temperature of 62Â°C.For patient 22. the TCRAV20 amplicon was

subcloned using a T-CaJHindlll primer, and the TCRBV22 amplicon was
subcloned using 3'C/3II (5'-GATGGCTCAAACACAGCGACCTC-3') with a

Hindlll restriction site.
Sequence Analysis of CDR3. PCR amplicons were cloned into pUC18 via

Sail and Pstl or into Bluescript IISK+ via Sail and ///Â»ill11.Cloned junctional

regions were sequenced using an Autoread sequencing kit (Pharmacia). For the
sequencing of bulk PCR products, PCR was performed with biotinylated T-Ca
and 3'C/3 (22) primers as described previously (20).

Controls for PCR and Primer Bias. Methods based on PCR carry some
technical risks that can arise because of the PCR process itself, through bias
introduced by primer choice or contamination. Bias based on the PCR process
and/or primer choice was excluded by demonstrating that: (a) Va20-Ca-

specific amplification of normal kidney tissue cDNA revealed no specific
amplicon; (b) the sequencing of Va20-Ca-specific subclones of PBL-26
obtained at the time of surgery (Â«= 10) and activated PBL cells of a
HLA-A*0201 healthy donor showed no TCRAJ22-containing transcripts: and

(c) homologous TCR sequences were detected in the tumor of patient 22 for
Va20 and V/322. Both amplicons were generated with antisense primers
different from those used for in situ analysis of RCC-26. Contamination was

excluded by several criteria: (a) in no experiment was a positive signal
detected in any control reaction that included all reagents except cDNA (data
not shown); (b) the control populations where homologous sequences were not
detected were analyzed at a time between the in situ analyses of patients 26 and
22; and (c) all experiments with material of patient 22 were reproduced at
another institute at which the TCR sequences had never been examined (data
not shown). Reproducibility of the PCR was shown by amplifying six inde
pendent V/322-CÃŸPCR products prepared from two different cDNAs of
RCC-22 tissue. Bulk sequencing revealed six identical dominant sequences;

the ratio of background:dominant peaks was highly reproducible (data not
shown). The dominance of this clone was also seen in total numbers by
subcloning of a VÃŸ22amplicon generated with a different 3' primer.

RESULTS

Til.-2d Cells Specifically Lyse Autologous Tumor Cells.

Whereas most RCC patients have TIL populations that are comprised
primarily of non-MHC-restricted effector cells, we and others have
shown that highly specific MHC-restricted cytotoxic effector cells can

be isolated from some patients (12, 14, 17, 23). A combination of
cellular and molecular approaches was used to determine the basis for
tumor cell recognition by RCC antigen-specific CTLs isolated from
patient 26, who underwent radical nephrectomy for early-stage dis

ease. The TILs were isolated from the primary tumor and character
ized in previous studies (12, 17). Two separate TIL cell lines (TIL-
26/A and TIL-26/B) were established; TIL-26/A cells were tested for
cytotoxic activity after 24 days of culture, and TIL-26/B cells were

tested for cytolytic activity after 62 days of culture. Both cell lines
recognized autologous tumor cells (RCC-26) but not autologous
NKCs (NKC-26), Daudi, or K562 cells. Lysis of RCC-26 cells could
be significantly inhibited by MHC class I- and CD3-specific antibod
ies (17). TIL-26/B cells were also tested for their ability to lyse tumor

cells isolated from other local RCC patients. Tumor cells of patient 22
(RCC-22) were recognized to a significant degree. HLA typing of the
PBLs of patients 26 and 22 revealed that they shared only a HLA-
A*0201 alÃele,making this the likely restriction element for the CTLs.

This assumption was supported by the observation that complete
inhibition of tumor necrosis factor secretion by these TILs was ob
tained using a HLA-A2-specific mAb.4

TILs were also isolated from patient 22; however, because a per
manent autologous tumor line could not be established, only limited
TILs and tumor cells were available for functional studies in vitro.
Nevertheless, TIL-22 cells were shown to lyse autologous RCC-22
cells but not autologous NKCs (NKC-22) or K562 cells (12). Inter
estingly, TIL-22 cells showed cross-lysis of RCC-26 cells. The reci
procity of recognition by TIL-22 and TIL-26 of RCC-22 and RCC-26
tumor cells that shared only the HLA-A*0201 alÃelesuggested that
these tumor cells might express a common tumor-associated ligand.

TIL-26 Cell Lines Display Limited TCR Repertoires. TCR rep

ertoire analyses can be used to evaluate the complexity of lymphocyte
populations. A restricted TCR repertoire found in association with a
highly specific functional phenotype can indicate that antigen-driven

selection for specific T cells has occurred in response to antigenic
stimulation. A TCR repertoire analysis was made using a PCR-based

method (22) to determine how many different V gene families were
used by each in v/fw-cultured TIL-26 population. TIL-26/A (24 days)

displayed an oligoclonal TCR repertoire that was very limited when
compared to unstimulated control PBLs of patient 26, with a predom
inance of Va20 (TCRAV20S1 ) and V/322 (TCRBV22S1 ) transcripts.
TIL-26/B (62 days) had TCR using only Va20 and V/322 genes (Ref.

24; data not shown).
TCRs of Tumor-specific TIL-26 Express Highly Homologous

CDR3. Subcloned Va20- and VÃŸ22-positive PCR products were

sequenced to assess the junctional diversity of the CDR3 regions of
the TCR transcripts. TIL-26/B (62 days) represented a clone, because
100% of the PCR subclones (n = 15) expressed identical CDR3

sequences, using rearrangements of Va20 with Ja22 (TCRAJ22;
nomenclature according to Ref. 25) and V/322 with J/32.7
(TCRBJ2S7; Ref. 26; Fig. 1). The clonality of TIL-26/B was con
firmed by direct sequencing of the uncloned Va20-specific PCR

product and by sequencing an uncloned PCR product obtained from
TIL-26/B cDNA using a primer that amplifies all VÃŸfamilies (21);

both amplicons had sequences identical to the PCR subclones.
Because the cytotoxic specificity of TIL-26/A and clone 26/B was

4 E. Noessner. unpublished observations.
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Fig. I. JunctionÂ»!diversity profiles of TIL-26/A (24 days) and clone 26/B (62 days) of RCC patient 26. A. nt and predicted aa sequences of the hypervariablc CDR3 regions of Va20
(left)- and VÃŸ22 (rightt-positive transcripts of each lymphocyte population are shown. Germ-line V and J sequences not contributing to the the CDR3 loop are noted on the left and
righi sides, respectively. The CDR3 loop for each sequence is comprised of germ-line-encoded aa and N region additions for TCR occhains and germ-line- and N-D-N region-encoded
aa for TCR ÃŸchains: germ-line nt sequences are given in normal type. N nt are underlined, and nt encoded by D/3 segments are shown in bold. The frequency of each clone is given
in the lefl-luuul columns and the Ja or IÃŸgene usage is listed in the right-hand columns [J gene assignment was made according to the nomenclature of Koop el al. (RÃ©f.25)1. These
sequence data are available from European Molecular Biology Laboratory/GenBank under accession numbers X984IO (all TCRAV20junctional sequences) and X98473 (all TCRBV22
junctional sequences). B. distribution of J gene usage in Va2() (left)- and VÃŸ22(r/',Ã,'/ir)-positivetranscripts of TIL-26/A. C. distribution of the CDR3 loop length in the Va20 (lefti-

and V/322 (r/^/ii)-positivc TIL-26/A populations. CDR3 loop length was counted starting at 2 aa downstream from the conserved cysteine in the V gene segment to 2 aa upstream from
the conserved GXG motif in the J gene segment (8).

identical, it was of interest to determine whether TIL-26/A used TCR
Va20 and VÃŸ22chains similar to clone 26/B. Therefore, the Va20-
and VÃŸ22-specific transcripts were subcloned and sequenced. The
amplicons were generated using V-specific primers combined with
Ca- and CÃŸ-specificprimers, so that TCR using any potential J or DJ

combination would be amplified. Junctional diversity in the TCR a
chains was highly restricted; nevertheless, five distinct transcripts that
encoded three different aa sequences were detected. All were highly
homologous with respect to CDR3 loop length and aa usage (Fig. 1).

In particular, 100% of the Va20 transcripts (n = 56) were rearranged

to Ja22 and had CDR3 loops of 7 or 8 aa. The VÃŸ22transcripts
displayed even greater CDR3 homogeneity with all subclones
(n = 50) using the JÃŸ2.7gene and having CDR3 lengths of only 8 aa

(Fig. 1). Previous studies showed that homologous a and ÃŸchains can
create different TCRs displaying the same antigenic specificity (3,
10). Therefore, these results suggested that T cells in the TIL-26/A
population using these TCRs recognized the same tumor-associated

epitope as clone 26/B. Selection for these particular V genes was very
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strict, because we could not identify dominant transcripts in any other
Va or VÃŸamplicon of TIL-26/A (data not shown).

Antigen-driven Selection of Tumor-specific T Cells in RCC-26

i/i Situ. Because homologous TCR sequences could be identified in
the T cells cultured in vitro and associated with a defined function and
specificity, a molecular marker was available for analyzing TILs in
the primary tumor. In situ tumor analysis of TCR usage was made by
preparing RNA from slices of cryopreserved primary tumor material.
TCR repertoire analysis revealed only a slightly restricted V gene
usage that was expected because RCCs are highly vascularized tu
mors, and the tumor tissue is strongly contaminated with PBLs.
Nevertheless, application of a semiquantitative PCR approach showed
that only Va20 and VÃŸ22transcripts were expressed to a greater
degree in the primary tumor compared to PBLs obtained at the time of
surgery (data not shown). Va20 and VÃŸ22amplicons were generated
by reverse transcription-PCR using TCR constant region 3' primers,

subcloned, and sequenced (Fig. 2). The Va20 transcripts identified in
TIL-26/A and clone 26/B were also found in situ; in fact, the a chain
transcript of clone 26/B and the dominant a transcript of TIL-26/A

were highly expanded and accounted for 57% of the sequences (31 of
54; see Fig. 2). Moreover, the characteristic features of TIL-26/A and

clone 26/B were applicable to more than 80% of the in situ transcripts.
There was a strong prevalence of 7- or 8-aa junctions (83%) whereby

those with 8 aa had an extra hydrophobic aa at position 1 of the CDR3
loop. Comparison with the germ-line Va20 sequence showed that

these codons were created by random nt addition, suggesting that
antigen-driven selection occurred for T cells with these TCRs. Ja22

gene usage was highly favored (81%) from the 58 possible Ja genes
(25), and there was little N region diversification. An average addition
of 2.2 nt was seen for the homologous transcripts. As a control, a
Va20 amplicon was generated using cells of a healthy donor who also
had a HLA-A*0201 alÃele.PCR subclones (n - 26) of this control

amplicon contained no transcripts using Ja22; they had variable
CDR3 lengths (Fig. 4), and their N regions averaged 8.9 nt, which
correlates well with the value of 8.5 nt obtained for the nonhomolo-

gous Va20 transcripts found in situ in tumor 26 (data not shown).
These nonhomologous sequences may be derived from contaminating
lymphocytes of the vascular system.

A similar molecular conformity characterized the VÃŸ22transcripts
(Fig. 2). The TCR ÃŸchain of clone 26/B was expanded, and most of
the TIL-26/A transcripts were also found in situ. A striking homoge

neity in the CDR3 region was retained: 67% of ÃŸtranscripts used the
JÃŸ2.7gene; and 64% had CDR3 loops of 8 aa. A majority (58%) of
the VÃŸ22transcripts in situ displayed a N-D-N region-encoded X/T/X

aa junctional motif rearranged to a JÃŸ2.7gene. These codons were
either created randomly by the addition of N nt or derived from a DÃŸ
gene segment that can be used in all three reading frames. Thus, it is
very likely that these TCRs were antigen selected. TCR selection was
also evident in the recurrence of transcripts with identical N regions
encoded by degenerate codons. Bulk PCR amplicon sequencing of the
next three most prominent Va gene amplicons identified by TCR
repertoire analysis yielded completely heterogenous CDR3 (data not
shown). We were not able to generate V gene-specific PCR products

from the normal kidney tissue of patient 26 after 50 cycles of PCR.
Because amplification of the constant regions of both TCR a and ÃŸ
chains was obtained, the failure to generate V region amplicons was
most likely due to the presence of very few T cells in the normal
kidney tissue, which was confirmed by immunohistological staining
of the tissue sections (data not shown). Therefore, selection for this
homologous group of TCRs was apparently due to an evolving, tumor
antigen-specific immune response that led to specific T-cell accumu

lation in situ.

Long-Term Persistence of Tumor Antigen-specific T Cells in

PBLs. PBLs of patient 26 were examined for the presence of these
characteristic TCRs to determine whether CTLs were recirculating in
the vascular periphery. We failed to identify any Ja22-positive tran
scripts when analyzing a Va20-Ca amplicon (n = 10). This finding

excluded the possibility that there was a natural bias for usage of Ja22
in the Va20-positive T-cell fraction of patient 26. In the next step, we
performed PBL analysis by generating Va20-Ja22 amplicons. Using

this approach, we were able to identify different TCR a chains
identical to those found in situ. Over a 4-year period, these were
detected in the periphery of patient 26 with a frequency of 2.5-20%
of the peripheral Va20-Ja22 repertoire (Fig. 3). The presence of T

cells using different TCRs indicated that rather than a single clone
with a high RNA content recirculating, several distinct T cells, in
cluding clone 26/B, were present in the periphery several years after
the removal of the primary tumor.

Immune Responses in RCC Patients against a Common RCC-
associated Ligand. Clone 26/B lysed not only RCC-26 cells but also
RCC-22 cells; likewise, TIL-22 recognized both tumor cell lines (12,

17). If a common TCR ligand accounted for this reciprocal recogni
tion, we reasoned that related TCRs might be present in the tumor of
patient 22. This was indeed found to be the case. Va20- and VÃŸ22-

specific amplicons both revealed oligoclonal expansions of T cells
with homologous CDR3 regions (Fig. 4). Three Va20 sequences and
one VÃŸ22sequence were identical to sequences identified in RCC-26,

and three sequences were highly expanded in situ; however, their
frequencies and the composition of the remaining sequences allowed
the in situ populations of patient 22 and 26 to be clearly distinguished.
Like those of patient 26, most (64%) Va20 transcripts used Ja22, and
70% had CDR3 lengths of 7 or 8 aa (Fig. 4). Because some subclones
of TIL-22 used other Ja genes, it was possible to identify conserved
aa that may interact with the putative tumor-associated peptide (3). A

strong prevalence of aa was observed at positions encoded by differ
ent J genes: (a) G at position a94 for 7 aa joints (at a95 in 8 aa
junctions); (b) S at position a95; (c) A at position a96; (d) Q/N (both
amides) at position a98; and (e) L at position a99. Conservation at
positions a96, a98, and a99 seemed to be very strict, because sub
stituted aa usually possessed the same biochemical characteristics.

Homologous CDR3 regions were also detected in the VÃŸ22tran
scripts of TIL-22. The TCR ÃŸchain used by clone 26/B was present,
but the TIL-22 population was dominated (34%) by another TCR with

a highly homologous junctional region that was not detected in patient
26. This clone used JÃŸ2.3that has the highest degree of homology to
JÃŸ2.7.Irrespective of J segment usage, the TCR ÃŸsequences of both
patients displayed nearly identical patterns of CDR3 length distribu
tion (Figs. 2 and 4). The use of different JÃŸgenes once again allowed
some conserved aa to be identified for the TCR ÃŸchain that may be
critical in creating an antigen-specific motif: D/E (negatively charged
aa)-S/T (polar aa with strong homology)-X-X-(X)-E/D (negatively

charged aa) beginning at position ÃŸ94or ÃŸ95.As expected, this motif
was apparent in the TIL-26 transcripts.

DISCUSSION

The data presented here elucidate the molecular nature of specific
CTL responses that developed against spontaneously arising RCC in
two patients. These responses represented the recruitment of oligo
clonal TIL populations bearing highly homologous TCRs into the
primary tumors. Furthermore, these TILs could be associated with a
RCC antigen-specific cytotoxic phenotype in vitro and were shown to

persist in one patient several years after removal of the primary tumor.
Three features characterize antigen-driven TCR selection as defined

in murine models: (a) limited V and J usage; (b) restricted CDR3 loop
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TCTGGTTCTGCAAGGCAACTGACCTTTGGATGCCTTÃ‡CT

TCTGGTTCTGCAAGGCAACTGACCTTTGGATGCCTCGCT

ACTGGTTCTGCAAGGCAACTGACCTTTGGATGCCTCGTG

GGAGGGGACACCGACAAGCTCATCTTTGGGTGCCTCGTÃ‡

Ã‡J.TTCTGGTTCTGCAAGGCAACTGACCTTTGGATGCCTCGTG

Ã‡T_TTCTGGTTCTGCAAGGCAACTGACCTTTGGATGCCTCGTG

GTCTCCGGTTCTGCAAGGCAACTGACCTTTGGATGCCTCGCC

CTGGGGGGTTCTGCAAGGCAACTGACCTTTGGATGCCTCGCC

CTGQCGGGTTCTGCAAGGCAACTGACCTTTGGATGCCTCGCG

CCCTCTGGTTCTGCAAGGCAACTGACCTTTGGATGCCTCGTG

GCAGGCGGACGAAACACACCTCTT GTCTTTGGATCRAJ222222222222223422222222222229%

clones12.93.21.61.63.23.23.21.61.61.61.61.68.03.21.61.61.63.23.21.61.63.21.61.617.71.6188.2(n

=62)TCRBV22

CDR3 LOOPTCRBJTGTGCCAGC

AGÃ‡GAAACTAACTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTGAAÃ„CTAATTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTGAAUCTTÃ‡TTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTGAAXCiAGCTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCACC

TCCGGGXCAOCTTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGA

TCCaOCUCAOGCTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTOOQUCGGACTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTGGOCJU3ACTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGCGGGACAGÂ¿Â£TCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTGCGUCTCGTTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTGGCACACGTTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTOGGTCCGACTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTTCSMJLOOaTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGÃ‡TCOUCGGTCTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTTÃ‡AACATXATCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTTCAACATTATTCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTTÃ‡OACAOC.CTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGCCACACCGACTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTQfcCACCCTCTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTTTÃ‡OACAOCTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTGGGCAOOAACAGTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTGGAACTAOCTCTTACAATGAGCAGTTCTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

TCCSGGXCACTCATGAACACTGAAGCTTTCTTTGGATGTGCCAGC

AGTGGTTCTXOCOCTTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTTCOGGÃ„CAGACCGCTCCCGGGGGGAGCTGTTTTTTGGATGTGCCAGC

AGTGATGGCAGGGTCTCTCCCGGGGGGAGCTG TTTTTTGGATCRBJ2S72S72S72S72S72S72S72S72S72S72S72S72S72S72S72S72S72S72S11S12S72822S2

TCRAJ 100
TCRBJ
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Fig. 3. Frequency of TCR Va20 transcripts with
tumor-specific genotypes in the PBLs of patient 26.
Sequences were obtained from Va20-Ja22 PCR am-

plicons generated from PBLs from patient 26 at various
time points after surgery. Other TIL populations con
taining identical sequences are listed for comparison
(Comparative sequences).
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surgery12

months36
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length; and (c) selection for particular aa in the CDR3 of both TCR
chains (10, 11). These same features characterized the CTLs cultured
in vitro and the TILs that accumulated in the tumors, demonstrating
that the mechanisms of TCR repertoire selection in both species are
similar for foreign and tumor-associated antigens.

The in vi'iro-cultured TILs and in situ TILs of patient 26 contained

nearly identical populations of Va20- and VÃŸ22-expressing lympho
cytes. All of the in vj'iro-cultured cells and more than 80% of the in

situ Va20-positive TILs used Ja22 for rearrangement to create a

CDR3 loop of 7 or 8 aa. A similar conformity was observed for the
VÃŸ22-positive transcripts: (a) 67% of the in situ TILs used JÃŸ2.7;(b)
64% had CDR3 loops of 8 aa; and (c) 58% displayed a X-T-X aa
motif in their N-D-N regions that was also shared by 100% of the in

vitro TILs. This differs significantly from values reported for a pool
of 66 VÃŸ22chains obtained by PCR from 3 random PBL samples
(27); in this study, the CDR3 loop lengths averaged 9.74 aa, and the
frequency of JÃŸ2.7was 20%. In two large studies, the average CDR3
loop length (adapted to our CDR3 definition) was found to be 8.7 aa
for TCR a chains (n = 371) and 9.4 (n = 128; Ref. 28) and 9.5

(n > 800; Ref. 27) aa for TCR ÃŸchains, respectively. Comparison of
TIL-26 with the in situ TIL population of patient 22 allowed the
identification of several conserved aa for Va20-positive transcripts G

at position c*94, S at position a95, A at position o96, and Q/N at
position a98. Although Ja genes encode G at some positions 5' of the

conserved F-G-X-G motif more often than other aa, the occurrence of

G at position 2 of the CDR3 loop was shown to be present in less than
15% of sequences (28). The strong conservation of Q/N at position
a98 is particularly remarkable, because most J genes encode K at this
position. Position a99L also seems to be highly selected in this
response but might be retained due to germ-line conservation (25). For
VÃŸ22-positive transcripts, a CDR3-encoded motif was also obvious:
D/E-S/T-X-X-(X)-D/E beginning at position ÃŸ94or ÃŸ95.Comparison

of these results with our own controls and published data on V and J
gene frequencies reveals that these TIL repertoires are highly skewed
with respect to Va20-Ja22 and VÃŸ22-JÃŸ2.7(J/32.3) usage (27-29).

A variety of TCR studies showed that the TCR repertoire involved
in an immune response can range from very limited to highly diverse
(20, 29-33), but that it has generally been very difficult to exclude

bias from technical procedures or in vitro culture artifacts. Two
studies tried to circumvent these problems using in vivo mouse models
to analyze the evolution of an immune response after a repeated
challenge with antigen and to estimate the number of T-cell clones
involved in secondary responses. McHeyzer-Williams and Davis (10)
characterized CD4 + T cells responding to primary and secondary

stimulation with pigeon cytochrome c that activates T lymphocytes
expressing highly restricted TCRs. The secondary response showed
TCR selection for homogeneity in CDR3 loop length, followed by
selection for characteristic aa. As also seen in our analysis, this
selection process included both the TCR a and ÃŸchains. Maryanski
et al. (11) described the same phenomenon of in vivo selection of
highly homologous TCR ÃŸchains in a CD8+ T-cell response to a

defined antigen introduced into a syngeneic tumor cell line. Clear
differences between primary and secondary antigenic challenge were
not so apparent, but the primary TCR repertoire was assessed 15 days
after immunization with nonirradiated tumor cells, so that the T cells
might already have been reexposed to antigen in vivo. Nevertheless,
the striking parallels seen between the in situ TIL sequences of
patients 26 and 22 and these mouse models lead us to assume that
immune responses against similar, if not identical, RCC-associated

peptides developed in these two individuals. Interestingly, these T
cells displayed the same characteristics as seen with high-affinity
responses directed against non-self antigens, although most tumor
ligands represent self-peptides that are generally thought to select only
low-affinity TCRs.

Previous studies of TCR usage in human tumors in situ have often
used analysis of CDR3 length to detect tumor-associated changes in
the TIL repertoire (34-38). Although the actual composition of the

transcripts is not directly analyzed by this method, prominent peaks
are interpreted to represent monoclonal T-cell expansions. In the case

of our analysis, highly uniform CDR3 lengths are indeed found, but
many distinct TCR sequences contribute to the repertoire. In the
absence of accompanying studies demonstrating functional tumor
specificity, it is difficult to evaluate the biological significance of such
T-cell expansions. Two studies did combine molecular and functional

assays to demonstrate that a single TCR ÃŸchain transcript expanded
in a primary tumor was used by a melanoma antigen-specific CTL

Fig. 2. Junctional diversity profiles of m situ TILs of RCC patient 26. Sequences of the in situ TILs were determined after isolation of total RNA from cryopreserved primary tumor
material followed by a TCR-specific reverse transcription. A, Junctional sequences of Va20- and VÃŸ22-posilive T cells infiltrating the primary tumor. N nt are underlined, and nt
encoded by DÃŸsegments are shown in bold. The frequency of each clone and J gene usage are listed as described in the Fig. 1 legend, B. J gene segment usage was calculated as a
percentage of sequenced, in-frame clones for Va20 (left)- and V(322 (rignf)-positive transcripts. C, distribution of TCR sequences with different CDR3 loop lengths for Va20 (left)
and VÃŸ22(right).
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%clones38.25.92.95.9292.911.82.92.92.92.9182.1(n

= 34)TCRAV20

CDR3 LOOPTCRAJCLV

GGSAROLTrOTGCCTCGTG
GGTGGTTCTGCAAGGCAACTG ACTTTGGATGCCTCGTG

GGGGGTTCTGCAAGGCAACTG ACTTTGGATGCCTCGTG

GGTGGTTCTGCAAGGCAACTG ACTTTGGATGCCTCGCT

ACTGGTTCTGCAAGGCAACTGACCTTTGGACLV

DGGXOKV T FGTGCCTCGTG

GGTGCTGGGGGTTACCAGAAAGTTACCTTTGGATGCCTCGTC

CTTTCTGGTTCTGCAAGGCAACTGACCTTTGGATGCCTCGTG

GCCCCAGGTGGTGCTACAAACAAGCTCATCTTTGGATGCCTCGTG

GTATTAGGAGGAAGCCAAGGAAATCTCATCTTTGGATGCCTCGTG

GGCCCTAATAATGCAGGCAACATGCTCACCTTTGGATGCCTCGTG

GCTACCAACCAAGGCAGGAACTGCTCTG ATCTTTGGGTCRAJ2222222213132232423915%

clones34.513.83.43.43.4Ã•58.5(n

= 29)TCRBV22

CDR3 LOOPTCRBJTGTGCCAGT

GCCOATTCTTTTAAAGA7ACGCAGTATTTTGGCTGTGCCAGC

AGCGAAACTAACTCCTACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGTGATCUgQQQATGAATGAGCAGT7CTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGGTSCCACTCCGAGGACGAGCAGTACTTCGGGTGTGCCAGC

AGGCGCGACAGCCAAGGGGAGGCT TTCTTTGGATCRBJ2S32S72S12S71S1

TCRBJ

CDR3 length (aa)

D

^
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Fig. 4. Junotional diversity profile of in situ TILs of RCC patient 22. Sequences were obtained by cloning and sequencing of Va20- and V/322-specific PCR products amplified
from primary tumor tissue as described in the Fig. 1 legend. RCC patient 22 shares only the MHC class I alÃeleHLA-A*0201 with patient 26. (A) Junctional sequences, (ÃŸ)Ja and

Â¡ÃŸgene usage, and (O CDR3 loop length distribution are defined as indicated in Figs. 1 and 2. D, control for J gene usage (left) and CDR3 loop length distribution (right) of
Va20-positive TCR transcripts in an activated T-cell population of a HLA-A*0201 -positive donor with no signs of renal disease. Sequences were obtained from lymphocytes stimulated
for 3 days with 1000 units/ml IL-2.
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clone in vitro (39, 40). This picture of monoclonal transcript expres
sion contrasts sharply with the studies of Maryanski et al. (11) that
demonstrated that 6-10 homologous TCR ÃŸchains contributed to the
responding T-cell repertoire in vivo. This value corresponds well with
the results of McHeyzer-Williams and Davis (10) as well as with our
findings of usage of 10-15 distinct VÂ«20transcripts and 5-26 distinct

VÃŸ22transcripts in these RCC responses. Therefore, more extensive
molecular and functional analyses of other tumors will be necessary
before direct comparisons can be made with our results and a gener
alized picture can be drawn regarding the nature of human antitumor
immune responses in vivo. In TIL populations showing broad non-
MHC-restricted responses, we have not detected similar patterns of

TCR dominance and selection.
The selection of highly homologous TCRs in our RCC patients has

occurred to an extent not seen in CTL clones generated in vitro against
other tumor-derived peptides, nor have such elaborate human antitu-

mor responses been described in situ (9, 12, 29). In fact, the selection
for these human carcinoma antigen-specific T cells in vivo seems to be

as efficient as the selection of murine T cells showing secondary
responses after immunization with purified protein and adjuvant (10).
One reason for this striking homogeneity in TCRs may be that a
homologous self-peptide exists that leads to elimination of most

reactive T cells in the course of negative selection, so that the specific
TCR repertoire capable of responding in the periphery to the tumor
ligand is very small. Alternatively, a low density of ligand on tumor
cells or a low affinity of the peptide for the MHC molecule may only
allow T cells expressing high-affinity receptors to be retained in situ.

Another important aspect of this study is the finding that some
RCCs express shared tumor-associated ligands that select for highly

related T cells. It seems that the responses observed in patients 22 and
26 were directed against the same, perhaps immunodominant. tumor-

associated peptide. A study of TCR a or ÃŸtransgenic mice showed
that selection for particular aa in the CDR3 region occurred in T cells
responding to a defined peptide when compared to T cells responding
to peptides having single aa exchanges (3). An analogous selection for
common aa in the CDR3 regions of Va20 and V/322 bearing TCR
also seems to have occurred in the TILs of patients 22 and 26.
Casanova and Maryanski (30) and Maryanski et al. (41) proposed that
the level of TCR diversity reflects the number of different epitopes
involved in an immune response. They also argued that a limited
reactive TCR repertoire in disease would favor the pathogen, because
highly restricted responses could be easily neutralized by critical
mutations in the pathogen peptide ligands. Similarly, tumors express
ing immunodominant but limited epitopes might also eventually es
cape effective immune responses by altering peptide-MHC ligand

expression (42, 43).
On the other hand, other mechanisms may allow tumors to escape

immune detection. We found no evidence for general suppressive
effects of RCC-26 cells (e.g.. suppressive cytokines), because tumor

cells effectively restimulated CTL activity in vitro in the presence of
IL-2. We cannot exclude, however, that some tumor cell clones or

other infiltrating cells secreted inhibitory cytokines in vivo. Several
observations indicate that these CTLs may have been inactive in vivo
due to a deficiency of cytokines such as IL-2. Immunohistological
staining of RCC-26 tissue sections showed that CD4+ and CD8+ cells

were often spatially separated (data not shown), an event that may
have occurred after initiation of the immune response or because these
lymphocyte subsets localized to different tumor regions (44). Because
TIL-26 required exogenous IL-2, their separation from CD4+ cells

may have stalled proliferation and placed them in a functionally
inactive state, allowing tumor growth to progress. The simple culture
of the TILs, following tumor restimulation in vitro in the presence of
cytokines, led to renewed proliferation and enhanced cytotoxicity. We

found RCC antigen-specific TCR a chain transcripts to be present in

the periphery of patient 26 several years after surgery. Furthermore, in
vitro stimulation of the PBLs of patient 26 with RCC-26 tumor cells

in the presence of exogenous cytokines led to the expansion of T cells
with a TCR sequence identical to clone 26/B, showing that tumor cells
could drive proliferation of these T cells in vitro? These findings
suggest that either tumor antigen-specific CTLs are persisting as
long-lived CD8+ memory cells (20, 45), or occult tumor is maintain

ing this immune response. Although micrometastases were detected in
the bone marrow of patient 26 at the time of surgery, this individual
displays no signs of clinical disease 6 years after primary diagnosis.

There is currently much speculation that poor immunogenicity of
tumors is the principal reason why cancer patients fail to generate
effective antitumor immunity. To compensate for these deficits, a
variety of genes are being inserted into tumor cells to be used as
cancer vaccines (46, 47), and a whole new field of gene therapy of
cancer is developing around this concept. In the cases we describe
here, a lack of tumor immunogenicity is not readily apparent. There
fore, it will be imperative to broaden our perspective when consider
ing how to alter host-tumor interactions in vivo.
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